Play Centres & Swing Sets

Colobus Triple Swing Set
with Glider
Colobus Triple Swing Set with Dual
Glider
An excellent triple position outdoor
swing set.
Easy to assemble and providing great
entertainment for the kids these sets
will give hours of fun.
Includes 2 standard swing attachments
and a dual face-to-face glider swing. ?
Wooden framed triple swing set
■ Includes 2 swings and a 2 seat glider
■ Plenty of space for friends to join in
the fun
■ Easy to assemble in approx 2 hours
with 2 adults
■ Recommended age 3 to 12 years
■ Assembled size: L3.00 x W2.20 x
H2.30 metres

Kingsford Triple Metal
Swing Set

Flinders Double Wooden
Swing Set with Slide

Kingsford Triple Swing Set

Amber Double Swing Set

Flinders Double Swing Set with Slide

Triple fun with this 3 position swing set
featuring 2 standard swing attachments
and a face-to-face duo glider seat
enalbing 4 children to play together.

A superb basic double swing outdoor
set. Easy to assemble and providing
great entertainment for the kids these
sets will give hours of fun. ? Wooden
framed double swing set.
■ Easy to assemble in approx 1 hour
with 2 adults
■ Recommended age 3 to 10 years
■ Assembled size: L2.40 x W2.20 x
H2.30 metres

Upsize your outdoor swing set with the
great swing and slide combo. A superb
double swing outdoor set with slide and
raised deck.

Swing set is made from high quality
Galvanised Steel with powder coating
and meats EN71 Standards.
■ Easy to assemble in approx 1 hour
with 2 adults and includes ground
acnhor kits.
■ Recommended age 3 to 9 years.
■ Assembled size: L3.06 x W1.98m x
H1.83 metres
2 year structure warranty and 12
months parts replacement warranty.

Good to Know:
■ ? All swings are made from premium
FSC certified pressure treated round
pole timber
■ ? The swings use soft feel ropes and
heavy duty blow moulded seats for
extra strength
■ ? The frame is highly robust using
100mm diameter top bar and 80mm
diameter...
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Amber Double Wooden
Swing Set

Good to Know:
■ ? All swings are made from premium
FSC certified pressure treated round
pole timber
■ ? The swings use soft feel ropes and
heavy duty blow moulded seats for
extra strength
■ ? The frame is highly robust using
100mm diameter top bar and 80mm
diameter legs
■ ? The metal straps which support the
swing encircle the pole and therefore
no drilling is required maintaining the
strength and integrity of the timber
■ ? All swings have wooden cross
braces giving extra stability
■ ? Safety standards at the centre of its
design...

Easy to assemble and providing great
entertainment for the kids these sets
will give hours of fun. ? A wooden
framed play centre that will enhance
any garden
Includes:
■ 2 swings, play deck, 1.8m green
wave slide
■ ?Provides hours of fun for kids all
year round and will allow their
imagination to take over to create all
types of games and make believe
■ ?Built with children in mind to create
their own personal play space
■ ?The natural qualities of the timber
will blend into any garden design
whether modern or traditional
■ ?Made from premium FSC approved
timber
■ ?Soft feel ropes and heavy duty blow
moulded seat for extra strength
■ ?Safety standards at the centre of its
design...

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG2005

$399.95

YG3305

$124.95

YG3302

$299.95

YG3301

$675.00

Williamsburg Swing Set
with Slide

Stockbridge Swing Set
with Slide

Williamsburg Wooden Swing Set with
Slide by Creative Playthings

Stockbridge Wooden Swing Set with
Slide by Creative Playthings

Lincoln Wooden Swing Set with
Slide by Creative Playthings

Andover Wooden Swing Set with
Slide by Creative Playthings

The Williamsburg Wooden Swing Set
with Slide is a more challenging and
versatile unit for your childrens
entertainment. It has additional features
and elements for extended play time
and activity.

With a roof more like a barn and some
extra size to boot, this Stockbridge
Swing Set has plenty of attachments
and capacity to keep your children
playing for hours.

Create a great backyard oasis with this
Lincoln Swing Set, it has plenty of bells
and whistles to keep your children
occupied. Made in the USA with
homegrown Southern Yellow Pine,
Creative Playthings go the extra mile to
ensure your children's safety and
playtime satisfaction.

You get a few more fun elements in this
swing set/playcentre for your childrens
backyard enjoyment.

Made in the USA with homegrown
Southern Yellow Pine, Creative
Playthings go the extra mile to ensure
your children's safety and playtime
satisfaction. All wood components are
stained, sealed, and preserved with
non-toxic wood treatment. Ny-Glide
swing hangers allow for easy changing
of swing accessories and do not require
additional hardware. Recessed bolts
and plastic caps eliminate dangerous
exposed hardware.
Sturdy A-frame construction, structural
metal plates, and angled brace supports
make this swing set a safe bet.
Assembly is very straight forward, all
timber has been cut to length and predrilled for the included thru-bolted,
flush-fit hardware. Wooden ground
stakes, also included, complete the
installation process, no cement

Made in the USA with homegrown
Southern Yellow Pine, Creative
Playthings go the extra mile to ensure
your children's safety and playtime
satisfaction. All wood components are
stained, sealed, and preserved with
non-toxic wood treatment. Ny-Glide
swing hangers allow for easy changing
of swing accessories and do not require
additional hardware. Recessed bolts
and plastic caps eliminate dangerous
exposed hardware.
Sturdy A-frame construction, structural
metal plates, and angled brace supports
make this swing set a safe bet.
Assembly is very straight forward, all
timber has been cut to length and predrilled for the included thru-bolted,
flush-fit hardware. Wooden ground
stakes, also included, complete the
installation process, no cement
required....

Lincoln Swing Set with
Slide

All wood components are stained,
sealed, and preserved with non-toxic
wood treatment. Ny-Glide swing
hangers allow for easy changing of
swing accessories and do not require
additional hardware. Recessed bolts
and plastic caps eliminate dangerous
exposed hardware.
Sturdy A-frame construction, structural
metal plates, and angled brace supports
make this swing set a safe bet.
Assembly is very straight forward, all
timber has been cut to length and predrilled for the included thru-bolted,
flush-fit hardware.
Wooden ground stakes, also included,
complete the installation process, no
cement required. A comprehensive...

Andover Swing Set with
Slide

Made in the USA with homegrown
Southern Yellow Pine, Creative
Playthings go the extra mile to ensure
your children's safety and playtime
satisfaction. All wood components are
stained, sealed, and preserved with
non-toxic wood treatment. Ny-Glide
swing hangers allow for easy changing
of swing accessories and do not require
additional hardware.
Recessed bolts and plastic caps
eliminate dangerous exposed hardware.
Sturdy A-frame construction, structural
metal plates, and angled brace supports
make this swing set a safe bet.
Assembly is very straight forward, all
timber has been cut to length and predrilled for the included thru-bolted,
flush-fit hardware.
Wooden ground stakes, also included,
complete the installation process, no
cement required. A comprehensive
assembly manual with step-by-step...

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG1724

$3,995.00

YG1723

$3,395.00

YG1722

$2,995.00

YG1721

$2,495.00
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Franklin Swing Set with
Slide

Endeavour Outdoor Play
Centre

Siamang 2 Double Swing
Set with Slide

Dingo Gym 2 - Childrens
Play Gym

Franklin Wooden Swing Set with
Slide by Creative Playthings

Endevour Outdoor Wooden Play
Centre

Siamang Double Swing Set with Slide

Dingo Gym Package 2

This affordable and functional play
centre comes with all the basic
elements for fun playing in the
backyard.

This nautical themed play centre will
keep your children entertained for
hours. Climb up the large climbing ramp
with thick rope handles to the bountiful
play deck with fabric roof and wooden
wall panels ? any ships on the horizon?
If so raise the flag! Slide down the 2.1m
slide and into the spacious play den
below deck, leading to the ships hull
play area.

Upsize your outdoor swing set with the
great swing and slide combo. A superb
double swing outdoor set with slide and
raised deck. Enclosed area under deck
can be used as sand / ball pit ( balls not
included ).

Let’s go BIGGERthan the Billy
Goat! BIGGERrock wall,
BIGGERplatform, BIGGERheight
makes this our BIGGESTseller!
Our unique Dingo Gym includes
a bigger rock wall with added
climb rope. The larger platform
size means more room for your
kids to play! Available in both
1.2m and 1.5m deck heights!
Choose your own tarp and slide
colours!

Made in the USA with homegrown
Southern Yellow Pine, Creative
Playthings go the extra mile to ensure
your children's safety and playtime
satisfaction. All wood components are
stained, sealed, and preserved with
non-toxic wood treatment. Ny-Glide
swing hangers allow for easy changing
of swing accessories and do not require
additional hardware.
Recessed bolts and plastic caps
eliminate dangerous exposed hardware.
Sturdy A-frame construction, structural
metal plates, and angled brace supports
make this swing set a safe bet.
Assembly is very straight forward, all
timber has been cut to length and predrilled for the included thru-bolted,
flush-fit hardware. Wooden ground
stakes, also included, complete the
installation process, no cement
required....
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Swing arm includes large 2m high rock
wall with hand and foot grips and 2m
high cargo net.
Provides plenty of space for friends to
join in the fun and create imaginative
role-play games.
The natural look of the timber will also
blend into any garden design whether
modern or traditional. Features include:
? Ideal for hours of energy burning fun
■ ? Easy to assemble in approx 8 hours
with 2 adults
■ ? Recommended age 3 to 12 years
■ ? Maximum Swing Weight 50kg
■ ? Deck size: L0.9 x W0.8 x H1.2
metres...

Please note current stock features a
Green Slide not Yellow as shown in
images.
Easy to assemble and providing great
entertainment for the kids these sets
will give hours of fun. ? A wooden
framed play centre that will enhance
any garden
Includes:
■ 2 swings, play deck, rock wall, 1.8m
wave slide and sand pit area
■ ?Provides hours of fun for kids all
year round and will allow their
imagination to take over to create all
types of games and make believe
■ ?Built with children in mind to create
their own personal play space
■ ?The natural qualities of the timber
will blend into any garden design
whether modern or traditional
■ ?Made from premium FSC approved...

The Dingo Gym 2 comes
complete with:
■ Super fun Slide - KBT S-line
■ SUPER DOUBLE SWING
FRAME- Built Sturdy!
■ Easy Clip Swing Hooks - add
and remove swings easily
■ Flexible Strap Swing with
adjustable poly hemp ropes
■ Wooden Trapeze and Gym

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Deck Height

Base Price

YG1720

$1,995.00

YG2026

$1,495.00

YG2018

$775.00

YG2254-120
YG2254-150

1.2m
1.5m

$2,599.00
$2,999.00

Dingo Gym 1 - Childrens Big Foot Gym 5 - Monster
Playfort
Childrens Playcenter
Dingo Gym Package 1
Let’s go BIGGER than the Billy
Goat! BIGGER rock wall,
BIGGER platform, BIGGER
height makes this our BIGGEST
seller! Our unique Dingo Gym
includes a bigger rock wall with
added climb rope. The larger
platform size means more room
for your kids to play! Available in
both 1.2m and 1.5m deck
heights! Choose your own tarp
and slide colours!

Big Foot Gym 5 - Monster Sized
Premium Childrens Playcenter.
The Big Foot Gym 5 is absolutely
massive with a super high 1.8m deck.
Great for the whole family to play on!
The Big Foot Gym has fantastic new
features including a taller swing frame,
a massive Rocket slide, Monkey Bars,
Penthouse lookout, Turbo Spiral Slide,
Double Swing Arm, easy climbing wall
and accessories including steering
wheel, telescope and tyre swing. Red,
Green and Yellow Roof Colours
available.
The Big Foot Gym 5 comes complete
with:

The Dingo Gym 1 comes
complete with:
■ Super fun Slide - KBT S-line
■ Single Swing Arm with
Trapeze with Gym Rings
■ BIGGEREasy-Climb Climbing
Wall
■ Fun Telescope
■ Steering Wheel
■ Plastic Hand Grips
■ PVC Coloured Canopy - UV

■ Super Fun 3.6m ROCKETSlide
■ Single Swing Arm with Trapeze and
Gym Rings with plastic coated chain
■ HUGEEasy-Climb Climbing Wall
■ Double Swing Frame - SUPER THICK
TIMBER! STURDY!
■ 2 x Strap Swings with Plastic Coated
Chain
■ AWESOMEMonkey Bars
■ TUBULAR SPIRAL SLIDE! FUN AS!
■ 140 x 90mm SUPER THICKMonkey
Bar Timber - SUPER STRONG!

Big Foot Gym 4 Supersized Childrens
Playcenter
Big Foot Gym 4 - SuperSized
Premium Childrens Playcenter.
The Big Foot Gym 4 is absolutely
massive with a super high 1.8m deck.
Great for the whole family to play on!
The Big Foot Gym has fantastic new
features including a taller swing frame,
a massive Rocket slide, Monkey Bars,
Penthouse lookout, Double Swing Arm,
easy climbing wall and accessories
including steering wheel, telescope and
tyre swing. Red, Green and Yellow Roof
Colours available - please specify in
order comments.
The Big Foot Gym 4 comes complete
with:
■ Super Fun 3.6m ROCKET Slide
■ Single Swing Arm with Trapeze and
Gym Rings with plastic coated chain
■ HUGE Easy-Climb Climbing Wall
■ Double Swing Frame - SUPER THICK
TIMBER! STURDY!
■ 2 x Strap Swings with Plastic Coated
Chain
■ AWESOME Monkey Bars
■ 140 x 90mm SUPER THICK Monkey
Bar Timber - SUPER STRONG!
■ Powder-coated steel hand and step

Big Foot Gym 3 Childrens Activity Center
Big Foot Gym 3 - Premium Childrens
Playcenter.
The Big Foot Gym 3 is absolutely
massive with a super high 1.8m deck.
Great for the whole family to play on!
The Big Foot Gym has fantastic new
features including a taller swing frame,
a massive Rocket slide, Monkey Bars,
Double Swing Arm, easy climbing wall
and accessories including steering
wheel, telescope and tyre swing. Red,
Green and Yellow Roof Colours available
- please specify in order comments.
The Big Foot Gym 3 comes complete
with:
■ Super Fun 3.6m ROCKET Slide
■ Single Swing Arm with Trapeze and
Gym Rings with plastic coated chain
■ HUGE Easy-Climb Climbing Wall
■ Double Swing Frame - SUPER THICK
TIMBER! STURDY!
■ 2 x Strap Swings with Plastic Coated
Chain
■ AWESOME Monkey Bars
■ 140 x 90mm SUPER THICK Monkey
Bar Timber - SUPER STRONG!
■ Powder-coated steel hand and step
rungs

SKU NUMBER

Deck Height

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG2253-120
YG2253-150

1.2m
1.5m

$2,249.00
$2,499.00

YG2244

$12,999.00

YG2243

$9,999.00

YG2242

$7,499.00
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Big Foot Gym 2 Childrens Activity Center
Big Foot Gym 2 - Premium Childrens
Playcenter.
The Big Foot Gym 2 is absolutely
massive with a super high 1.8m deck.
Great for the whole family to play on!
The Big Foot Gym has fantastic new
features including a taller swing frame,
a massive Rocket slide, easy climbing
wall and accessories including steering
wheel, telescope and tyre swing. Red,
Green and Yellow Roof Colours available
- please specify in order comments.
The Big Foot Gym 2 comes complete
with:
■ Super Fun 3.6m ROCKET Slide
■ Single Swing Arm with Trapeze and
Gym Rings with plastic coated chain
■ HUGE Easy-Climb Climbing Wall
■ Double Swing Frame - SUPER THICK
TIMBER! STURDY!
■ 2 x Strap Swings with Plastic Coated
Chain
■ Fun Telescope
■ 360° Tyre Swing
■ BIG BOAT Steering Wheel
■ Plastic Hand Grips & Metal Safety
Handles
■ PVC Coloured Canopy - UV
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Big Foot Gym 1 Childrens Activity
Playcenter
Big Foot Gym 1 - Premium
Childrens Playcenter.
The Big Foot Gym is absolutely
massive with a super high 1.8m
deck. Choose from 5 fantastic
packages!

Great for the whole family to play
on! The Big Foot Gym has
fantastic new features including a
taller swing frame, a massive
Rocketslide, easy climbing wall
and accessories including
steering wheel, telescope and
tyre swing. Red, Green and
Yellow Roof Colours available please specify in order
comments.
The Big Foot Gym 1 comes
complete with:
■ Super Fun 3.6m ROCKETSlide
■ Single Swing Arm with Trapeze and
Gym Rings
■ HUGEEasy-Climb Climbing Wall

Billy Goat Tower 3 Climbing Centre

Billy Goat Tower 2 Activity Center

Billy Goat Tower - Package 3

Billy Goat Tower - Package 2

Let your kids explore, climb, swing and
slide on a Billy Goat Tower playground!
This classic and traditional TOWER
set with swing, monkey bars and
climbing will including a sandpit area
under the deck with shop counter will
provide hours of fun for the kids.

Let your kids explore, climb, swing and
slide on a Billy Goat Tower playground!
This classic and traditional TOWER with
swing design allows for a sandpit under
the deck and shop counter, providing
hours of fun for the kids.

Roof Colour is available in Red, Green,
Yellow or Blue. Please advise in the
order comment section when ordering.
The Billy Goat Tower 3 comes
complete with:
■ Super fun Slide - KBT 2.5m S-line
■ Double Swing Frame!
■ Flexible Strap Swing with Adjustable
Poly Hemp Rope
■ Wooden Trapeze with Gym Rings
Adjustable Poly Hemp Ropes
■ Easy climb timber rock wall
■ Climbing stones - Commercial grade!
■ Fun Telescope
■ Awesome Monkey Bars with Powder
Coasted Rails
■ 90mm x 90mm Strong Monkey Bar
Posts
■ Steering Wheel
■ Plastic Hand Grips

Roof Colour available in Red, Green,
Yellow or Blue. Please advise in the
order comment section when ordering.
The Billy Goat Tower 2 comes
complete with:
■ Super fun Slide - KBT 2.5m S-line
■ Double Swing Frame!
■ Flexible Strap Swing with Adjustable
Poly Hemp Rope
■ Wooden Trapeze with Gym Rings
Adjustable Poly Hemp Ropes
■ Easy climb timber rock wall
■ Climbing stones - Commercial grade!
■ Fun Telescope
■ Steering Wheel
■ Plastic Hand Grips
■ Timber Shop Counter
■ Sand Pit Boards
■ PVC Coloured Canopy - UV
Protection!
■ Ground Anchors

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG2241

$6,595.00

YG2240

$5,899.00

YG2252

$2,099.00

YG2251

$1,899.00

Billy Goat Tower 1 Activity Tower

Bouy Ball Swing
Attachment

3-in-1 Baby Growing
Swing Seat

Plastic Flexible Baby Seat

Billy Goat Tower - Package 1

Bouy Ball Swing Attachment

3-in-1 Baby Growing Swing Seat

Baby Swing Seat

Let your kids explore, climb and slide on
a
Billy Goat Tower playground! This
classic and traditional TOWER design
allows for a sandpit under the deck and
shop counter, providing hours of fun for
the kids.

Buoy ball swing made of PE plastic
(dimensions of the buoy are 350 x 500
mm; PH rope diameter 12 mm).

The excellent all round HDPE blow
moulded baby seat can be used as your
baby grows.

This flexible baby seat is made from
EPDM rubber and includes a Nylon belt
with locking clip.

Rings and eights in galvanised steel;
black PP welds on the ropes.

Galvanised steel ring attachment on a
12mm rope this seat is suitable for ages
less than 36 months.

Roof Colour available in Red, Green,
Yellow or Blue. Please advise in the
order comment section when ordering.

Bouy height is adjustable with a
recommended beam height of 2-2.5m.

Composed of 3 detachable parts the
seat changes from a well supported
baby seat, to a chair seat and finally a
swing seat - see images below.

Supplied deflated with an air valve.

Available in various colours.

The Billy Goat Tower 1 comes
complete with:
■ Super fun Slide - KBT 2.5m S-line
■ Easy climb timber rock wall
■ Climbing stones - Commercial grade!
■ Fun Telescope
■ Steering Wheel
■ Plastic Hand Grips
■ Timber Shop Counter
■ Sand Pit Boards
■ PVC Coloured Canopy - UV
Protection!
■ Ground Anchors

Back support also has two adjustable
positions. Suitable for a beam height of
2-2.5m the seat includes rope with
galvanised steel mounting rings and is
suitable for ages less than 36 months.

Seat height is adjustable with a
recommended beam height of 2-2.5m.
Seat measures 30cm wide, 20cm deep
and 26cm high back support.
Available in various colours.

Various colour options are avalailable.
Select:
■ Red - Red seat, yellow back and
purple front support
■ Green - Green seat, green back and
green front support
■ Yellow - Yellow seat, yellow back
and green front support
If option not available colour not in
stock.

Platform height: 4m x 1.8m | Play
Area: 8m x 5.8m | Deck size 1.2m x
1m | Platform height: 1.2m | Peak
height: 3m
SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

YG2250

$1,399.00

YG1686-04
YG1686-03
YG1686-02

Blue
Red
Green

$159.95
$159.95
$159.95

YG1674-01
YG1674-03
YG1674-02

Green
Red
Yellow

$59.95
$59.95
$59.95

YG1673-02
YG1673-01
YG1673-04
YG1673-03

Yellow
Green
Red
Blue

$55.00
$55.00
$55.00
$55.00
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Residential Birds Nest
Swing Seat

Luxe Baby Swing Seat

Residential Birds Nest Seat

Luxe Baby Swing Seat

Great backyard fun for all your kids.

The excellent HDPE injection moulded
baby seat features a separate T-Bar and
safety belt.

Unique design, extrusion blow moulded
HDPE, reinforced with steel bars, antislip structure, unassembled at delivery.
Included in package is rings and eights
in galvanised steel and black PP welds
on ropes.
Assembled dimensions of product: 900
x 650 x 82 mm

Suitable for a beam height of 2-2.5m
the seat includes rope with galvanised
steel mounting rings and is suitable for
ages less than 36 months.
Various colour options are avalailable.

Birdnest Commercial
Grade Swing Seat

Disk / Monkey Swing Seat
Attachment

Commercial Grade Birdnest Swing
Seat

Daisy / Monkey Swing Seat
Attachment

The ultimate in Swing attachments this
commercial grade birdnest swing
attachment is a huge 1.2m in diameter.
■ Features a steel ring wound frame
and shock absorbing rope.
■ Heavy duty webbing made from
16mm diameter armed rope.
■ Stainless steel shackles ,
■ Aluminium clip rings suitable for a
maximum beam height of 2.5m

Made from blow moulded HDPE plastic.
Polyhemp rope included.
Dimensions 12mm deep by 280mm
diameter

Product weight 35kg and capable of
holding all your children.
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SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

YG1711

$269.95

YG1639-02
YG1639-03
YG1639-01

Purple/Green
Blue/Red
Red/Yellow

$45.00
$45.00
$45.00

YG1694

$1,250.00

YG1684-01
YG1684-04
YG1684-03
YG1684-02

Green
Yellow
Blue
Red

$19.95
$19.95
$19.95
$19.95

Wooden Trapeze
Attachment - NOW WITH
HAND GRIPS
Wooden Trapeze Attachment
Ergonomic hardwood rung (diameter 36
mm; length 600 mm) held by two Shooks and PH ropes diameter 12 mm.
Wooden rung and rope assembly now
comes with handgrips in rope with clear
vinyl protective coating (not shown in
image).

Horizontal 2 Point Tyre
Swing

Ring Trapeze

Pendulum Tyre Swing

Ring Trapeze Attachment

Horizontal 2 Point Tyre Swing

Pendulum Tyre Swing

The Ring Trapeze combines gym rings
and trapeze in a single play component.

Second hand rubber tyre mounted in a
horizontal position with two mounting
points

Second hand rubber tyre mounted in a
vertical position.

Handles available in a range of colours.

Includes ropes and mounting rings
suitable for a beam height of 2-2.5m.

Includes ropes and mounting rings
suitable for a beam height of 2-2.5m.

Rings, eights and S-hooks in galvanised
steel; black PP welds on the ropes.

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG1687

$34.95

YG1691-4
YG1691-3
YG1691-2
YG1691-1

Blue
Red
Yellow
Green

$49.95
$49.95
$49.95
$49.95

YG1677

$49.95

YG1676

$39.95
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Plastic Duo Seat

Metal Face to Face Duo
Swing Seat

Flexi Wraparound Seat

Horizontal 3 Point Tyre
Swing

Plastic Back-to-Back Duo Seat

Metal Duo Face to Face Swing Seat

Flexi Wraparound Wrap Seat

Horizontal 3 Point Tyre Swing

This great back to back plastic swing
seat for 2 children is made from
extrusion blow moulded HDPE.

Quality Swing Seat for attaching to a
Swing Set or Climbing Frame.

Flexible EVA plastic wraparound seat
with 12mm diameter PolyHemp ropes.

Fitting for 100mm circular swing beam.

Requires assembly; 2.5m ropes,
galvanised mounting rings and PP welds
on the rope splays

Durable in all weathers and UV
resistant.

Adjustable height and available in
various colours.

Second hand rubber tyre mounted in a
horizontal position with two mounting
points

Suitable for 2.5m+ beams.

Includes ropes and mounting rings
suitable for a beam height of 2-2.5m.

Seat Dimensions: 650 x 140 x 8 mm,
suitable for 2-2.6m high swing beams.

The seat is 98cm long by 39cm wide.
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Rings and eights in galvanised steel;
black PP welds on the ropes.

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG1672-04
YG1672-01
YG1672-03
YG1672-02

Red
Green
Blue
Yellow

$120.00
$120.00
$120.00
$120.00

YG1712

$79.95

YG1690-02
YG1690-01
YG1690-04
YG1690-03

Red
Green
Blue
Yellow

$39.95
$39.95
$39.95
$39.95

YG1695

$54.95

3.0m S-Line HPDE Slide

2.0m Wave HPDE Slide

1.5m High Spiral HPDE
Slide

2.4m Classic HPDE Slide

3.0m S-Line HPDE Slide

2.0m Wave HPDE Slide

Spiral HPDE Slide Attachment

2.4m Classic HPDE Slide

One piece injection moulded plastic
HDPE slide.

One piece injection moulded plastic
HDPE slide.

Made of HDPE injected moulded plastic
consisting of 8 gliding parts.

One piece injection moulded plastic
HDPE slide.

The total slide length is 300cm and
50cm wide at its widest point with a
recommended platform height of 1.5m.

The total slide length is 205cm and
47cm wide at its widest point with a
recommended platform height of 1.01.1m.

Sections are mounted around a central
pole and screwed together.

The total slide length is 235cm and
50cm wide with a recommended
platform height of 1.2m.

The slide is attached using 5 or 6mm
countersunk screws (not included) and
is TUV (European Standards) approved.
Various colours available - see drop
down menu.

The slide is attached using 5 or 6mm
countersunk screws ( not included ) and
is TUV ( European Standards ) approved.
Various colours available.

Product dimensions are 1.2m x 1.7m
with a platform height of 1.5m. Slide
width 45cm.
The central metal pole has to be placed
about 50 cm under the ground surface
and stabilised with rocks, concrete or
similiar hard materials .

The slide is attached using 5 or 6mm
countersunk screws ( not included ) and
is TUV ( European Standards ) approved.
Various colours available - see drop
down menu.

Green or Yellow.
Item ships directly from
manufacturer with ETA of 7-14
business days.

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

YG1640-03
YG1640-02
YG1640-04
YG1640-01

Blue
Yellow
Green
Red

$295.00
$295.00
$295.00
$295.00

YG1652-03
YG1652-02
YG1652-01
YG1652-04

Yellow
Red
Green
Blue

$225.00
$225.00
$225.00
$225.00

YG1653-02
YG1653-01

Green
Yellow

$995.00
$995.00

YG1650-03
YG1650-02
YG1650-01
YG1650-04

Yellow
Blue
Red
Green

$249.95
$249.95
$249.95
$249.95
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Free Standing Ladder Kit
with 3.0m HPDE S-Line
Slide
Ladder Kit. Platform height 1.5m

Ships Steering Wheel

OXO Spinners Set Residential

2.5m Knotted Climbing
Rope

Ships Steering Wheel

OXO Spinners Set

2.5m Knotted Climbing Rope

35cm Diameter injection moulded
steering wheel.

Extrusion blow moulded HDPE. Set of 9
lime green cylinders, printed in relief,
with coloured X and O.

2.5m climbing rope features 3 knots
spaced about 70cm apart.

Full plastic and includes woodscrew,
washer and nut cover assembly.
Various colours available - see drop
down menu.

Assembly kit included with nuts,bolts
and rods. (Note Timber is not
included)

Suitable for beam heights of 2.5-2.7m
the rope is 25mm in diameter.
Galvanised steel ring attachment with
black PP welds on the rope splay.

Assembled dimensions of product: 280
x 582 x 77.5 mm
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SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG1642B

$450.00

YG1663-03
YG1663-02
YG1663-01
YG1663-04

Blue
Yellow
Green
Red

$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

YG1710

$79.95

YG1669

$69.95

2.1m Rope Ladder with
Wooden Rungs
2.1m Rope Ladder with 6 Wooden
Rungs
Rope ladder with treated hardwood
rungs.
Each rung is 35mm diameter and 40cm
long. Spacing between rungs is 35cm.

2.1m Climbing Rope

Flying Fox - Zip Wire
System

Heavy Duty `American`
Swing Hooks

2.1m Climbing Rope

Flying Fox/Zip Wire System

`American` Style Swing Hooks

This 2.1m climbing rope is 25mm in
diameter

Injection moulded HDPE housing with
anti-slip grip.

Galvanised steel ring attachment with
black PP welds on the rope splay.

30m steel cable with 4mm diameter
allows for extra long 'rides'.

Galvanised steel swing hook with brass
bearing and safety nut to be fixated at
the lower side of a pole.

Hot dip galvanised cable tension system
to ensure optimal track.

Rope ends feature galvanised steel
attachment rings with black PP welds
on the foldback.

Can be used with or without swing
attachment. Matching plastic monkey
swing attachment is 28cm in diameter
and 4cm deep with adjustable
polyhemp rope (2-2.5m).

Suitable for a beam height of 2.3-2.7m.
.

Please note sold as individual hooks.
Mounting holes have a diameter of 13
mm - please note mounting
screws/bolts not included. Hook for
attachment of ropes or chains has a
diameter of 20 mm.
Overall dimensions 130 x 50 x 100 mm.

Rated to 60kg

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG1668

$79.95

YG1670

$59.95

YG1688

YG1692

$24.95
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Heavy Duty Rubber
wraparound seat
Heavy Duty Rubber wraparound seat
Made of injection moulded EVA
(Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) plastic. Rings
and eights in galvanised steel. Black PP
welds on the ropes
Dimensions of product:
670 x 140 x 8 mm

Heavy Duty 50cm Ground
Anchor
Ground Anchor

4 Sided Rope Ladder

Hot dip galvanised steel ground
anchorage for playground equip-ment
for all kinds of poles.

Hardwood rungs treated with copper
based product.

These heavy duty anchors can be used
to securely tie down all the playground
equipment we sell.
Please ensure that the soil/ground is at
least 40cm deep for these anchors.
Total length 500 mm; cutting plate with
sharp edges (diameter 100 mm).
Delivered with a hexagonal head wood
screw diam-eter 10 x 70 mm and plain
washer for attaching to the pole.
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PolyHemp Climbing Net
(Made to Order per sq m)

4 Sided Rope Ladder

Custom Made PolyHemp Climbing Net
Cost PER SQ METRE
Custom made climbing nets can be
tailor made to suit specific frames.

Rings made in galvanised steel and
black PP welds on the ropes.

Mesh spacing is 25cm x 25cm squares
with your choice of closed noose or
open noose attachments. See images.

Ropes are knotted through and around
the rungs.

Cost is shown is per sq m. Please
specify dimensions required, diameter
of poles on supporting frame and the
type of noose required in the order
comments field.

Please note a 3 sided ladder is
featured in one image below with a
boy climbing it. This ladder is shown
for illustrative purposes only, it is not
the item available for sale.

For example if you require a 2 x 3m net
please update the shopping cart with 6
units ( ie 6 sq m) , hit the update button
and the total cost will be shown.
SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG1702

$74.95

Frames are not included. This item is
custom made and ships in 10-20 days.

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Base Price

YG1698

$12.50

YG1706

$169.95

YG1667

$80.00

Steel Basketball Ring, Net
and Ball
Basketball Ring, Net and Inflatable
Basketball
Powder coated metal ring with all
weather basketball net.
Officially sized 45cm diameter ring.
24cm blue inflatable basketball (inflator
not included).

Binocular Attachment

Cars Steering Wheel

Telescope Attachment

Binocular Attachment

Cars Steering Wheel

Telescope Attachment

Made from HDPE, doesn't enlarge and
revolves in all directions.

30cm Diameter injection moulded
steering wheel.

Made of HDPE injected moulded plastic
without lens.

Includes connection piece, 1
woodscrew, 2 yellow lenses, and 2
spare lenses

Full plastic and includes woodscrew,
washer and nut cover assembly.

Overall length is 30cm and mounting
bracket allows movement in all
directions.

Various colours available.

Various colours available - see drop
down menu.

Supplied per set in plastic bag with two
types of mounting fixings.
Various colours available .

SKU NUMBER

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

YG1660

YG1709-01
YG1709-02

Orange
Yellow

$34.95
$34.95

YG1664-04
YG1664-03
YG1664-02
YG1664-01

Red
Blue
Yellow
Green

$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

YG1665-03
YG1665-02
YG1665-01
YG1665-04

Blue
Yellow
Green
Red

$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
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Periscope Attachment

Monkey Bars Kit (No
Timber)

Metal Climbing Bar

Large Climbing Stones Pack of 5

Periscope Attachment

Monkey Bar Kit

Metal Climbing Bar

Large Climbing Stones - Pack of 5

Made of HDPE injected moulded plastic
with 2 built in mirrors.

Powder coated high quality monkey bar
kit available in a choice of 3 colours.

43cm high with a 10cm diameter
"scope" Includes mounting brackets
and wood screws.

Kit includes 3m x 60cm single piece top
frame with 8 cross bars and 4 x 60cm
individual side bars.

Powder coated high quality climbing
bar. 10mm bore holes on 118mm
fixation plates at top / bottom of bar.

Large coloured climbing stones of
various shapes can be used to make the
perfect climb wall.

38mm tube construction.

Delivered with hexagon socket head cap
screws DIN912 M10 and drive-in nuts.

Various colours available.

Recommended that timber is 100mm x
100mm square and uprights are
concreted into ground with a minimum
depth of 70cm.

Measures 2.2m high by 58cm width.

Made out of polyresin, with metal
washer inserted.
Prices and codes of the climbing stones
are per 5 pieces.

Timber is not included
38mm tube construction.
Various Colours Available
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SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

YG1666-04
YG1666-03
YG1666-02
YG1666-01

Green
Blue
Yellow
Red

$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

YG1685-02
YG1685-01
YG1685-03

Red
Green
Blue

$299.95
$299.95
$299.95

YG1689-02
YG1689-01

Red
Green

$149.95
$149.95

YG1693-02
YG1693-01
YG1693-04
YG1693-03

Red
Yellow
Green
Blue

$59.95
$59.95
$59.95
$59.95

KBT 250mm Hand Grip
Attachments

KBT 300mm Hand Grip
Attachments

Cubby and Play Centre Hand Grip
Attachments

Cubby and Play Centre Hand Grip
Attachments

Smart-line handgrip set Includes:
■ set of two handgrips
■ extrusion blow moulded HDPE
■ supplied with galvanised hexagon
head wood screws (6 x 40 mm),
washers and bolt covers

Smart-line handgrip set
■ set of two handgrips
■ extrusion blow moulded HDPE
■ supplied with galvanised hexagon
head wood screws (6 x 40 mm),
washers and bolt covers

250mm x 65mm hand grips (mounting
plate-mounting plate).

300mm x 65mm hand grips (mounting
plate-mounting plate).

OXO Spinners and
Assembly Kit Commercial

Letter Box
Letter Box Attachment
Made of injection moulded PP, child
friendly.
Includes 4 woodscrews.
Dimensions: 250 x 225 x 138 mm.

OXO Spinners and Assembly kit Commercial Grade
Set of 9 yellow cylinders marked with X
or O.
Made from extrusion blow moulded
HDPE plastic. Included in package is
galvanised steel assembly rod, washers
and accessories.
Please note wooden frame shown in
image is not included.
Dimensions of product: Each Cylinder is
23cm high and 16.5cm in diameter.
Minimum recommended internal frame
dimensions are 75cm (h) x 60cm (w).

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

Color

Base Price

SKU NUMBER

YG1699-02
YG1699-01
YG1699-04
YG1699-03

Red
Blue
Green
Yellow

$19.95
$19.95
$19.95
$19.95

YG1700-04
YG1700-03
YG1700-02
YG1700-01

Yellow
Blue
Red
Green

$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$24.95

YG1708-1
YG1708-2
YG1708-3
YG1708-4

Red
Green
Blue
Yellow

$34.95
$34.95
$34.95
$34.95

YG1662
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